Limp-home circuit arrangement for passenger compartment and bodywork functions

A circuit arrangement (10) is disclosed for controlling the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, having a plurality of command inputs (INL, INW, INB) adapted to receive commands for activating the devices, and a plurality of driving outputs (D1, D2, D3) adapted to emit signals for driving the devices so as to implement the input commands received, said circuit arrangement (10) comprising a control unit (12) arranged to recognize the input commands received and generate respective output driving signals so as to establish a command path in a normal operating condition.

The circuit arrangement (10) comprises a limp-home emergency circuit (LH) including a plurality of connection branches (B1, B2, B3) adapted to couple the command inputs (INL, INW, INB) to respective driving outputs (D1, D2, D3) by means of respective alternative command paths which bypass the control unit (12), said connection branches (B1, B2, B3) comprising a circuit arrangement (25, 35, 40) for enabling alternative command paths depending on recognition of a malfunction operating condition of the control unit (12).
Description

[0001] The present invention concerns the emergency management of passenger compartment and bodywork functions in a vehicle, and more specifically a circuit arrangement for controlling the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, having an emergency function for maintaining minimum assured operability of said devices in a travelling vehicle, should there be a fault in the electronic unit responsible for control thereof.

[0002] In a vehicle, one or more electronic control units are responsible for monitoring and managing the functions of the vehicle, for example for controlling the drive system, the braking systems and the dynamics in general, the safety systems and the passenger compartment/bodywork devices, such as (external/internal) lights, windscreen wiper and comfort devices in general, and access control devices (for closing and locking the doors).

[0003] For safety reasons there exists the need to maintain the functional condition of the on-board systems of the vehicle in the event of faults affecting the operating logic (software bugs) or the electronic circuits which form it (hardware defects in the control circuits or the oscillator of the microcontroller device of the unit) so as to allow the vehicle to reach an emergency destination in a safe condition, usually until the engine is switched off and the key is removed.

[0004] For highly critical functions (such as, for example, control of the drive system, the dynamics and the safety functions) costly redundant hardware is envisaged, with duplication of the associated control units, so as to ensure full management of the vehicle functions in the event of malfunctioning of the main unit by means of a substantially identical auxiliary unit.

[0005] For less critical functions, as in the case of the passenger compartment and bodywork functions, such as lighting, comfort and access control, it is accepted that these functions can to a large degree be dispensed with in the event of a malfunction, because they are mostly of a secondary nature and not critical for the safe travel of the vehicle. Some of these functions, however, cannot be totally excluded since they could give rise to real danger conditions, (think of the external lights of the vehicle or the windscreen wiper system should there be a malfunction during travel at night time or in rainy conditions), where the vehicle must be able to complete the journey in safe conditions, with full efficiency of certain minimum passenger compartment/bodywork functions.

[0006] In this case, it is a somewhat expensive solution to duplicate the control unit responsible for managing these functions in order to remedy faults, and it is preferred to combine with (or incorporate into) this unit a simplified emergency circuit which allows the at least critical functions to be enabled until the vehicle can be taken in for repair, i.e. generally until the vehicle engine is switched off and the key removed, following which a major malfunction of the control unit does not allow re-initialization of the unit for renewed start-up, resulting in any case in the vehicle remaining immobilized for repair or replacement of the faulty components.

[0007] This emergency function in an impaired mode is better known as the "limp-home" function.

[0008] The simplest design of a limp-home function envisages that the control unit is automatically set to the emergency operating condition where the simplified emergency circuit forcibly activates the on-board devices (e.g.: lights, windscreen wiper system), operability of which is any case required, irrespective as to whether there is the need for it or the appropriate conditions exist, without any possibility of control by the driver. This means that the lights, and possibly also the windscreen wiper devices, will be activated even in adequate light conditions and when it is not raining.

[0009] In this case, excessive simplification of the emergency circuit, which results in loss of physical control over operation of the abovementioned devices, creates inconvenience and problems for the person driving as well as - in some cases - an excessive use of energy, this being critical in a defective condition of the vehicle.

[0010] A further disadvantage of the known solution consists in the fact that it excludes necessarily, or renders entirely unusable, certain functions which are useful from a safety point of view, such as, for example, the availability of the stop lights for signalling braking of a vehicle. In fact these lights fulfill their function precisely since they may be activated selectively depending on the travel conditions of the vehicle and cannot be kept permanently switched on (as in the case of parking lights or dipped-beam headlights), otherwise they are no longer effective.

[0011] The object of the present invention is to overcome the disadvantages of the prior art by providing a circuit device for controlling the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, which has an emergency function for maintaining minimum assured operability of said devices, based on a simplified emergency circuit which offers the driver of the vehicle a degree of control as regards activation/deactivation of the devices in the event of an emergency.

[0012] A further object of the invention is to provide a control device for maintaining minimum emergency operability for as large a number of passenger compartment/bodywork devices as possible and also using multiple commands.

[0013] Another object of the invention is to provide a control arrangement for the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, having emergency functions which are able to remedy different types of malfunctions affecting the main control unit.

[0014] Yet another object of the invention is to provide a control arrangement which ensures activation of a minimum emergency operating configuration of the passenger compartment/bodywork devices also following switching off of the vehicle engine and disconnection of the electric power supply.

[0015] According to the present invention these ob-
Projects are achieved by means of a circuit arrangement for controlling the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, having the characteristic features described in Claim 1.

[0016] Particular embodiments form the subject of the dependent claims.

Further advantages and characteristic features of the present invention will become clear from the detailed description which follows, provided with reference to the accompanying drawings provided purely by way of a non-limiting example in which:

Figure 1 shows schematically the control circuit arrangement according to the invention; and Figure 2 shows a circuit detail of the arrangement according to Figure 1.

In Figure 1, 10 denotes overall a control circuit arrangement for the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, comprising a main microprocessor control unit 12 powered by the battery of the vehicle (+30) via a voltage regulator 14. A watchdog device 16, arranged alongside the control unit 12 in order to monitor correct operation thereof and, more particularly, is adapted to receive from the unit 12 periodic reset signals CWD which are generated inside the unit and in response to which it is arranged to emit a response signal IRQ. A RESET input of the unit is able to receive from the watchdog device 16 and from the regulator 14 signals for resetting the unit in the event of malfunctions or undervoltage, for which an attempt at restarting the system is required.

[0017] In Figure 1, 10 denotes overall a control circuit arrangement for the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, comprising a main microprocessor control unit 12 powered by the battery of the vehicle (+30) via a voltage regulator 14. A watchdog device 16 is situated alongside the control unit 12 in order to monitor correct operation thereof and, more particularly, is adapted to receive from the unit 12 periodic reset signals CWD which are generated inside the unit and in response to which it is arranged to emit a response signal IRQ. A RESET input of the unit is able to receive from the watchdog device 16 and from the regulator 14 signals for resetting the unit in the event of malfunctions or undervoltage, for which an attempt at restarting the system is required.

A plurality of control inputs IN1, IN2, IN3 of the unit 12 are connected to a corresponding plurality of inputs of the circuit arrangement in order to receive commands for activation or selection of the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle. For example, the figures show a light command and selection input INL, an input for activating and selecting the speed of the windscreen wiping device INW, both connected to the unit 12 by means of respective decoupling diodes and an input interface 20 for processing the signals as well as an input for signalling the pressure of the brake pedal INB, connected to the unit 12 by means of an acquisition interface.

[0018] A plurality of control inputs IN1, IN2, IN3 of the unit 12 are connected to a corresponding plurality of inputs of the circuit arrangement in order to receive commands for activation or selection of the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle. For example, the figures show a light command and selection input INL, an input for activating and selecting the speed of the windscreen wiping device INW, both connected to the unit 12 by means of respective decoupling diodes and an input interface 20 for processing the signals as well as an input for signalling the pressure of the brake pedal INB, connected to the unit 12 by means of an acquisition interface.

The signal processing interface 20 comprises, for each input INL, INW, a respective pull-up resistor for connection with a power supply voltage (generally, 5V) derived from the regulator by means of an enable switch (not shown) directly controlled by the control unit, and an RC cell including a series resistor and a parallel capacitor, from the terminals of which the input voltage to an A/D converter circuit of the unit 12 is drawn.

[0019] The signal processing interface 20 comprises, for each input INL, INW, a respective pull-up resistor for connection with a power supply voltage (generally, 5V) derived from the regulator by means of an enable switch (not shown) directly controlled by the control unit, and an RC cell including a series resistor and a parallel capacitor, from the terminals of which the input voltage to an A/D converter circuit of the unit 12 is drawn.

The inputs may be associated with ordinary switched command circuits, for example including an activation/deactivation switch for establishing/interrupting a connection to a reference potential (ground) or to command circuits of the multiple selection, for example resistive coding type, including a bundle of parallel branches with a different resistive characteristic, each including its own activation/deactivation switch adapted to establish/interrupt a respective connection to a reference potential (ground), as shown in the example according to Figure 2.

[0020] The inputs may be associated with ordinary switched command circuits, for example including an activation/deactivation switch for establishing/interrupting a connection to a reference potential (ground) or to command circuits of the multiple selection, for example resistive coding type, including a bundle of parallel branches with a different resistive characteristic, each including its own activation/deactivation switch adapted to establish/interrupt a respective connection to a reference potential (ground), as shown in the example according to Figure 2.

[0021] By means of a plurality of control outputs OUT1, OUT2, OUT3 the unit 12 provides signals to driving circuits D1, D2, D3 of the on-board devices for actuation of the commands received, in the example for driving the dipped-beam headlights of the vehicle (D1), the windscreen wiping device (D1), the parking lights (D2) and the stop light (D3). In detail, the driving circuit D1 controls operation of the windscreen wiping device at a single speed and continuously, as used also in the limp-home emergency control system, while another driving circuit (not shown) is arranged to control operation of the windscreen wiping device at the other speeds and in the modes envisaged. The control unit is programmed to generate the driving signals depending on the input commands received, in fact establishing a command path between inputs and outputs of the control arrangement in a normal operating condition.

An emergency circuit of the control arrangement 10, which is associated with the control unit 12, is denoted overall by LH and comprises a plurality of parallel command branches B1, B2, B3 arranged so as to bypass the control unit 12 and connect directly the switched inputs INL, INW and INB to the driving circuits D1, D2, D3 of the on-board devices.

Each bypass branch includes an enable and driving port 25 connected to a power supply line of the circuit LH, which is connected to a vehicle power supply source by means of the start-up switch (+15, key).

The power supply line incorporates a regulator circuit 30 adapted to provide a regulated voltage (for example, 5V) for supplying the enable and driving ports 25 and, downstream thereof, selector means for enabling activation of the circuit LH.

[0025] With reference to the detailed circuit diagram shown in Figure 2, each enable and driving port 25 includes a pull-up resistor Rup directly connected to a voltage VCC,LH selectively available downstream of the selector means, and an enable switching device SW1 (in the embodiment shown, a bipolar transistor) the control (base) terminal of which is connected to the associated command input and the output (collector) terminal of which is connected to the associated command branch B1.

The selector means for enabling activation of the circuit LH include, in the preferred embodiment, a switching arrangement 35 of bipolar transistors, adapted to establish or exclude the connection of the regulated voltage output of the voltage regulator 30 to the enable inputs of the ports 25, depending on a trigger signal emitted by a timer device 40, the input of which is controlled by a reset signal emitted by the control unit 12.

In detail, the switching arrangement 35 has a
first bipolar transistor T1, of the p-n-p type, having the collector terminal connected to the enable inputs of the ports 25, the emitter terminal connected to the output of the voltage regulator 30 and the base terminal connected to the collector terminal of a second bipolar transistor T2, of the n-p-n type, the emitter terminal of which is connected to a ground potential and the base terminal of which is connected to the output of the timer 40.

According to the arrangement of the invention, activation of the emergency circuit LH is exclusive, as an alternative to the action of the control unit 12, differently from an OR arrangement of two control units according to the prior art, where both the units are active and simultaneously receive signals, so as to ensure rapid re-action times in the event of a fault.

In the normal operating condition, the main microprocessor control unit 12 is arranged to emit periodically a signal for resetting the timer 40 (zeroing the count value of a counter or discharging the capacitance of an RC cell) before the predetermined time limit value is reached.

The reset signal is generated periodically, conveniently with a period (5ms) substantially less than the required activation time (100ms).

When a fault occurs in the control unit or its voltage regulator 14, the watchdog device 16 no longer receives from the control unit 12 the periodic reset signals C_WD generated inside the unit and emits a reset signal to the RESET input of the unit for an attempted restart. If unsuccessful, since the control unit 12 is no longer operative, it does not emit any signal for resetting the timer 40 so that, once a predetermined wait time interval has lapsed, the timer reaches the predetermined time limit value and emits the trigger signal at its output. This causes conduction of the transistor T2 and, in cascade, of the transistor T1, so that the enable and driving ports 25 of the branches of the emergency circuit LH receive the power supply from the regulator 30. The voltage \( V_{CC,LH} \) which is established downstream of the regulator enables the switch SW and at the same time constitutes the pull-up voltage (via \( R_{pu} \)) for enabling "digital" reading of the associated command input. In this way, a direct control path for the passenger compartment/bodywork devices is defined, from the command inputs INL, INW, INB to the driving outputs D1, D2, D3, which is an alternative to the control unit.

In the case where the command inputs to which the emergency circuit is applied are resistive-coding multiple-selection inputs, the pull-up resistance is conveniently chosen so as to allow recognition, in a simplified manner, of a configuration for deactivating the command and a unique ("digital reading") activation configuration, independently of the plurality of activation configurations possible during normal operation and for this reason recognizable by the microprocessor of the control unit, for example for controlling different lighting options (parking lights, dipped-beam headlights, automatic lighting sensor system) or different windscreen wiping speeds.

Advantageously, the circuit LH always allows transfer to the actuators of the passenger compartment/bodywork devices of the commands entered at the inputs of the control arrangement, so that it is always possible, even in emergency conditions, to manage activation or deactivation of the driving lights, the windscreen wiping devices, the stop lights and other devices necessary according to the driver’s needs.

Moreover, the particular power supply of the emergency circuit LH (via key) allows one to make use of the emergency functions independently of stoppage or cut-out of the vehicle since, during a subsequent emergency activation request in response to which the control unit can no longer react and perform auto-initialization, it is able to receive power via its own line. Since the timer is independent of the control unit during its operation, its time count will be started by its own power supply and, if no reset signal is received from the unit 12, it will immediately reach the predetermined time limit value and will emit at its output the trigger signal, so that the enable and driving ports 25 of the branches of the emergency circuit LH will receive the power supply from the regulator 30 and will be able to establish again a direct control path for the passenger compartment/bodywork devices, from the command inputs INL, INW, INB to the driving outputs D1, D2, D3.

Conveniently, the arrangement according to the invention maintains the independence of the emergency circuit from the voltage regulator circuit associated with the control unit, so as to respond efficiently to malfunctions not only of the control unit microprocessor, but also of the regulator, increasing the range of operating malfunctions for which emergency action is possible.

Obviously, without modifying the principle of the invention, the embodiments and the constructional details may be widely varied with respect to that described and illustrated purely by way of a non-limiting example, without thereby departing from the scope of protection of the present invention, as defined by the accompanying claims.

Claims

1. Circuit arrangement (10) for controlling the passenger compartment and bodywork devices of a vehicle, having a plurality of command inputs (INL, INW, INB) adapted to receive commands for activating said devices, and a plurality of driving outputs (D1, D2, D3) adapted to emit signals for driving said devices so as to implement the input commands received, said
circuit arrangement (10) comprising a control unit (12) coupled to said command inputs (INL, INW, INB) and to said outputs (D1, D2, D3) and arranged to recognize the input commands received and generate corresponding output driving signals so as to establish a command path in a normal operating condition.

**characterized in that** it comprises a limp-home emergency circuit (LH) including a plurality of connection branches (B1, B2, B3) adapted to couple said command inputs (INL, INW, INB) and a power supply node (VCC_LH), adapted to assume an inhibiting condition, where they exclude the connection of said branches (B1, B2, B3) to the power supply node (VCC_LH) and to the respective command input (INL, INW, INB) and to the power supply node (VCC_LH) and to the respective command input (INL, INW, INB).

2. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 1, in which said enable means (25, 35, 40) comprise switching means (35) arranged between said branches (B1, B2, B3) and a power supply node (VCC_LH), adapted to assume an inhibiting condition, where they exclude the connection of said branches (B1, B2, B3) to the power supply node (VCC_LH) and to the respective command input (INL, INW, INB), and a conducting condition, where they cause the connection of said branches (B1, B2, B3) to the power supply node (VCC_LH) and to the respective command input (INL, INW, INB).

3. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 2, in which said switching means (35) comprise a switching arrangement adapted to be controlled during conduction by timer means (40) arranged to recognize a defective operating condition of the control unit (12).

4. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 2 or 3, in which said power supply node (VCC_LH) is connected to a power supply voltage source of the vehicle by means of the on-board start-up switch.

5. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 4, in which said power supply node (VCC_LH) is adapted to receive a power supply voltage from respective voltage regulating means (30) powered by said power supply voltage source and independent of voltage regulating means (14) arranged to supply power to the control unit (12).

6. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 3, in which said timer means (40) comprise a counter circuit.

7. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 3, in which said timer means (40) have an RC time constant.

8. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 3, in which said timer means (40) have a reset input adapted to receive reset signals, periodically emitted by the control unit (12) and adapted to reset the time count of said timer means (40) before a predetermined time limit value is reached.

9. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 8, in which said timer means (40) comprise a counter circuit (25) for each connection branch (B1, B2, B3), which includes a pull-up resistor (Rpu) adapted to connect the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) to said power supply node (VCC_LH) and an enable switching device (SWi), the control terminal of which is coupled to the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) and the output terminal of which is coupled to the associated branch (B1, B2, B3) for connection to the respective driving output (D1, D2, D3).

10. Arrangement (10) according to any one of Claims 3 to 10, in which said timer means (40) are adapted to receive power from the on-board start-up switch via said voltage regulating means (30).

11. Arrangement (10) according to any one of Claims 3 to 10, in which said timer means (40) are adapted to receive power from the on-board start-up switch via said voltage regulating means (30).

12. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 3, in which said enable means (25, 35, 40) comprise switching means (35) and a driving circuit (25) for each connection branch (B1, B2, B3), which includes a pull-up resistor (Rpu) adapted to connect the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) to said power supply node (VCC_LH) and an enable switching device (SWi), the control terminal of which is coupled to the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) and the output terminal of which is coupled to the associated branch (B1, B2, B3) for connection to the respective driving output (D1, D2, D3).

13. Arrangement (10) according to any one of Claims 3 to 10, in which said enable means (25, 35, 40) comprise switching means (35) and a driving circuit (25) for each connection branch (B1, B2, B3), which includes a pull-up resistor (Rpu) adapted to connect the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) to said power supply node (VCC_LH) and an enable switching device (SWi), the control terminal of which is coupled to the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) and the output terminal of which is coupled to the associated branch (B1, B2, B3) for connection to the respective driving output (D1, D2, D3).

14. Arrangement (10) according to Claim 3, in which said enable means (25, 35, 40) comprise switching means (35) and a driving circuit (25) for each connection branch (B1, B2, B3), which includes a pull-up resistor (Rpu) adapted to connect the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) to said power supply node (VCC_LH) and an enable switching device (SWi), the control terminal of which is coupled to the associated command input (INL, INW, INB) and the output terminal of which is coupled to the associated branch (B1, B2, B3) for connection to the respective driving output (D1, D2, D3).
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